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Chapter 2: Belief guides action

This chapter and the next chapter discuss two prominent roles that belief has
been said to play, and show how each of these naturally gives rise to a notion of
gradation, and perhaps even how to measure it. This chapter considers the role
of belief as the guide to action, following ideas from David Hume and Frank
Ramsey. The basic idea is that one generally tries to act in ways that one
believes will result in the ends that one desires. According to a view that one
might attribute to Hume, this gives either the basic picture of motivation for
action, or describes all the rules that there could be for rationality in action, or
perhaps both.

Once we generalize the notion of belief to include degrees of confidence, there
is more to say about this connection. Most of our actions are done in a context
of some amount of uncertainty. I eat at a new restaurant, with some degree of
confidence that the food will be good or even excellent, and some degree that
it might be bad or even make me sick. Even when there are no cars directly
visible, so that I believe that it’s safe to cross the street, I often wait until the
light turns, because only then am I confident enough in the safety of the action.
When the stakes involved are high enough, the degree of confidence required for
action can often change. Although many theorists have noted that the required
degree can go up (as with the example of crossing the street), if the situation
is right, the required degree can also go down (as when we suspect that certain
industrial activities might be affecting the atmosphere — when the degree of
damage they might be causing goes up, we require less confidence in the science
in order to recommend regulation).

This set of observations has suggested several research programs related to
what is called “decision theory”, which is a major research topic in economics,
psychology, political science, philosophy, and related fields. The general idea
of decision theory is to see how particular degrees of belief, in combination
with particular values, should guide one’s decision-making in contexts of uncer-
tainty. However, since the notions of confidence and value under discussion are
somewhat unclear, many theorists have used this connection in reverse — by
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studying the preferences a person might reasonably have, we might be able to
learn something about what confidence and value are (or should be) like.

0.1 The Dutch book argument

One historically important argument in this area takes a particular sort of un-
certain action to be a direct measurement of confidence. The idea is that if one
is more confident in a proposition p than in another proposition q, then one is
willing to pay more for a bet that pays out if p is true than one that pays out
if q is. Given this fact, we can use the amount that one is willing to pay for a
bet as a numerical measurement of confidence. There may not be numbers in
the head, but if the things in the head are governing behavior with convenient
numerical representations, then we can use those numbers as a shorthand.

We can then figure out some rules that govern how these numerical confi-
dences should behave, by noting some ideas familiar to gamblers and traders.
If you can find the same thing available for different prices in different markets,
you can make money by “buying low” and “selling high”. Similarly, if a gambler
can find multiple bookies that are offering different odds on the same event, she
can often make money by placing different bets with the different bookies. More
subtle market players may be able to find ways to extract these guaranteed prof-
its by combining multiple bets. Such a combination of bets that together are
guaranteed to return a profit is called a “book”, or historically a “Dutch book”,
presumably because of the early rise of modern markets in Amsterdam. The
basic observation is that even if someone can make a book by putting together
a collection of bets with you and someone else, you should definitely make sure
that they can’t put together a book entirely involving bets with you, because
then you are guaranteed to lose money. Thus, your degrees of confidence should
be such that this sort of book is impossible.

To extract some requirements on confidence from these ideas, we make some
basic assumptions. First, the price that represents your degree of confidence in
a proposition is sharp — you’re willing to pay any amount below that price for
a bet on the proposition, and you’re willing to sell a bet on that proposition
for any amount above that price. If you refuse to buy a bet for a given price,
then you must find it overpriced, meaning that you would be willing to sell it
at that price. (This assumption will be discussed more in section 0.4.) Second,
if several bets are individually acceptable, then one is willing to accept them all
together.

The consequences are the following. First, one’s price for any bet should
be non-negative — if one finds a negative price acceptable, then someone could
pay you a negative amount (i.e., you would pay them a positive amount) in
order to have a chance for you to pay them a positive amount. Second, if one is
absolutely certain that a proposition is true, then one’s price for a bet on that
proposition should be equal to the payoff of the bet — a higher price would
leave you guaranteed losing money if you bought the bet, and a lower price
would leave you guaranteed losing money if you sold the bet. Third, if one is
absolutely certain that two propositions aren’t both true, then one’s price for a
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bet on their disjunction should be equal to the sum of one’s prices for bets on
each individually. That’s because holding a bet on a disjunction is effectively
the same as holding a bet on each disjunct, if one is certain that the two latter
bets won’t both pay off. Thus, if the price for the disjunction is different from
the sum of the prices on the disjuncts, then a bettor could profit off of you by
buying low and selling high, depending on whether the price for the disjunction
is above or below the sum of the prices on the disjuncts.

If we normalize the scale on which prices are measured by assuming that all
bets pay out 1 unit of currency to a successful bettor and nothing otherwise,
then these give us the standard axioms of probability theory. Probabilities
are non-negative, the probability of a certainty is 1, and the probability of a
disjunction is the sum of the probabilities of the disjuncts, if the disjuncts are
mutually exclusive.

There is one important thing to note here. I have talked about a “guarantee”
of losing money, and have expressed the rules in terms of “certainty” and being
“mutually exclusive”. It is quite common in the philosophical literature for these
ideas to be expressed in terms of logical necessity, assuming that the propositions
involved are expressed in some formalized language. [CITATIONS] However,
following the ideas that I mentioned in Chapter 1, I think it’s more useful to
consider this in terms of some notion of epistemic possibility. If we allow the
notion of possibility and necessity to be an external one, like the rules of logic (or
worse, something like metaphysical possibility or physical possibility or actual
truth) then it’s not obvious what the problem would be for someone whose prices
violated these assumptions. While they would be making some kind of mistake,
it’s not clear that it would be an epistemic one. But if the possibilities are
the ones that the person actually considers, then it’s clear that a violation here
would correspond to considering the same set of possible outcomes as worthy of
a different price.

This interpretation also seems to me to be supported by the passage in
Ramsey that points to this argument.

If anyone’s mental condition violated these laws, his choice would
depend on the precise form in which the options were offered him,
which would be absurd. He could have a book made against him by
a cunning better and would then stand to lose in any event. (p. 182)

The idea is that a bet on the disjunction just is the sum of bets on the disjuncts,
and so it would be absurd to have different prices for them. Although it’s
a commonplace that logically equivalent options can appear quite different to
reasonable agents (a bet on the truth of Fermat’s Last Theorem doesn’t look
the same as a bet on the axioms of Peano Arithmetic, and a bet on the Axiom
of Choice doesn’t look like a bet on the Well-Ordering Principle), this doesn’t
seem to occur when we consider different propositions where the agent sees no
epistemic possibility of one occurring when the other doesn’t.
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0.2 Representation theorems

Dutch book arguments start from the assumption that we already know how
to measure the value that an agent puts on something. In classic formulations
this is money, but it has long been noted that money (like most goods) appears
to have diminishing marginal value — one’s first dollar is worth much more
than one’s millionth dollar. Thus, the actual value of money depends on one’s
current level of wealth. But it’s not obvious how to measure this notion of
value, or “utility”. If we have figured out how to measure the utility of various
outcomes, then we can look at a family of simple choices, where one is faced with
a choice between one outcome for certain, or an uncertain gamble between two
different possible outcomes contingent on some proposition. (This is a slight
generalization of the choice between buying a bet and just holding onto the
sale price, or between selling a bet and turning down the sale price.) The ratio
between the differences in the values of these outcomes is then used to define the
probability of that proposition. A slightly more sophisticated argument tries to
define utility and probability simultaneously from the preferences of an agent.

The earliest argument of this sort that I am aware of is one of the central
parts of Ramsey’s (1926). This argument does not define the two notions quite
as simultaneously as the later ones, but it provides a useful illustration. He first
defines the notion of a proposition that is “ethically neutral of probability 1/2”
— this is a proposition that is supposed to be like that reporting the outcome of
a coin flip. Using this notion, Ramsey then defines a scale of utility values. He
never defines an absolute scale, but instead just says what it is for the difference
in value between two outcomes to be the same as the difference in value between
two others. (More about this notion of a scale will come in Chapter 4.) Then,
considering the simple gambles of the sort mentioned above, Ramsey uses this
utility scale to extract the ratios mentioned above, and defines those to be the
degrees of belief an agent has.

The way Ramsey defines an “ethically neutral proposition of probability
1/2”, and the way he defines simple gambles, need some comment. For Ramsey,
the fundamental bearers of value are complete histories of the world. Ramsey
also subscribes to a “logical atomist” point of view, on which all propositions
can be expressed as logical compounds out of some fundamental set of atomic
propositions, and histories of the world are just massive propositions specifying
the truth value of every atomic proposition. Importantly, the atomic proposi-
tions are logically independent of each other, so that any compound of them
defines a world. Then Ramsey defines, “ an atomic proposition p is called ethi-
cally neutral if two possible worlds differing only in regard to the truth of p are
always of equal value” (p. 177), with complex propositions said to be ethically
neutral if they are compounds out of ethically neutral atomic propositions.

For gambles on ethically neutral propositions, it is simple to define “α if p
is true, β if p is false” and “α if p is false, β if p is true” by replacing α and β
with histories of the world α′ and β′ that differ only with respect to the truth
value of p. For propositions that are not ethically neutral, Ramsey allows α′

and β′ to differ on more than just the truth value of p, as long as they are of the
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same overall value as α and β respectively. However, because these outcomes
specify the truth value of every proposition, it’s hard to consider these gambles
without affecting the probabilities of the propositions being bet on.

To begin with we shall suppose, as before, that our subject has
certain beliefs about everything; then he will act so that what he
believes to be the total consequences of his action will be the best
possible. If then we had the power of the Almighty, and could per-
suade our subject of our power, we could, by offering him options,
discover how he placed in order of merit all possible courses of the
world. In this way all possible worlds would be put in an order of
value, but we should have no definite way of representing them by
numbers. (p. 176)

This supposition explains how we can find α′ and β′, but we must be assuming
further that the options offered have the feature that with our “power of the
Almighty”, we will first determine whether or not p is true, and then change
the rest of the world to α or α′ or β or β′ as required, ignoring all other facts
about the world. There’s definitely something odd about this procedure.

Leonard “Jimmie” Savage, in his (1954) developed a representation theorem
of a more modern form. Rather than considering this particular class of artificial
gambles, Savage begins by noting that actual choices we face result in outcomes
we may like or dislike, which are determined partly by something under our
control and partly by unknown aspects of the world out of our control. He calls
these outcomes “consequences”, the things under our control “acts”, and the
things outside our control “states”. Each act is then thought of in terms of
the corresponding function that assigns exactly one consequence to each state.
However, even though only some functions assigning consequences to each state
are realized by some acts, Savage assumes that we have preferences over all such
functions, and not just the ones that we actually encounter as a result of feasible
actions.

Given this overall preference ordering, Savage first considers hypothetical
acts that would guarantee one consequence regardless of the state of the world.
This defines an agent’s preferences among consequences. Then he considers
hypothetical acts that would guarantee one consequence on a particular set
of states and a second consequence on any other. These can be said to be a
“gamble” on those two sets of states with those two “prizes”. He requires as
a condition of rationality that if one prefer a gamble for prizes A and B on
sets S vs 6 S to a gamble for prizes A and B on sets S′ vs 6 S′, then the same
should be true if we replaced A and B with any two prizes that share the same
ordering. This can then be taken to define a notion of when one considers S
more likely than S′, in a sort of qualitative notion of confidence. From this
qualitative notion, he defines a numerical notion of probability by considering
partitions of the set of all states into sets that are relatively equal (which he
makes precise). And then from the notion of numerical probability, he can finally
fill in a numerical notion of value for consequences. Thus, while Ramsey defined
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utility first and probability later, Savage reverses the order, by considering the
distinction between acts, states, and consequences.

These “states” can be thought of along the line of the “epistemic possibili-
ties” that I have been discussing. However, note that this interpretation means
that “acts” are quite different from states. On this formulation, one may have
various degrees of confidence about various propositions formulated in terms
of ways that the world might be independent of one’s action. But there is no
notion of degree of confidence for propositions about the act one takes. Some
authors [cite Levi, etc.] have suggested that this is exactly right — when de-
liberating about an action, a free agent has no level of confidence about how
she will act, because she can change it through application of her will. But oth-
ers [cite Hájek] think that this sharp epistemic distinction between propositions
about states of the world and about one’s acts is unsustainable.

Thus, Richard Jeffrey (1965) developed a slightly different representation
theorem in which acts are just propositions like any other. Every proposition
is assumed to have a “news value” that represents the extent to which it would
be good news. From some axioms about this news value, Jeffrey is able to show
that there is a numerical scale available, and also a scale of degree of confidence
in each proposition, though these scales are not unique as they are for Ramsey
and Savage.

However, once acts are propositions in the world, strange situations can
arise. Acts and states are no longer conceptually or causally independent. The
classic example is the “Newcomb problem”, which arises from considering a case
in which a psychologist is able to predict the decision one will make. But I think
it is easier to consider a slightly different case that puts some of the issues more
starkly. Late in his career, the statistician R.A. Fisher worked for the tobacco
companies, and argued that the evidence available at the time was consistent
with the possibility that smoking doesn’t cause lung cancer, but instead is only
correlated with it. The idea is that perhaps people with early-stage undetected
lung cancer have a sort of itch in their lungs that could be soothed by smoking.
Smokers are much more likely to get lung cancer just because people with lung
cancer are more likely to take up or continue smoking, and not because smoking
causes lung cancer.

Although this theory is clearly incompatible with modern data (worldwide,
trends in lung cancer seem to follow trends in smoking, including changes in
smoking due to regulatory intervention, and medical researchers have a fairly
broad understanding of the pathways through which burned organic matter
causes mutations in DNA), we can think about the decision problem facing
a potential smoker in a hypothetical universe where Fisher’s theory of cancer
and smoking was correct. Although it would be bad news to learn that one is
going to take up smoking (because it would be evidence that one is likely to
develop cancer), it would be perfectly safe to do so. In fact, if one gets some
slight pleasure or relief from smoking, then the news that it is correlated with
cancer seems to provide no reason not to choose to smoke. Although evidence
about one’s acts can be bad news, it seems like bad policy to choose the acts
that are good news — instead one should choose the acts that actually lead to
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better consequences. (Note that this situation can’t be properly represented in
Savage’s framework, since the acts and states are not fully independent of each
other.)

Thus, starting in the 1970’s, many philosophers tried to develop versions
of “causal decision theory” that appropriately represent the distinction between
spurious correlations and ones that actually indicate the causal influence of one’s
actions. Representation theorems that develop this sort of theory are given by
Brad Armendt (1986. “A Foundation for Causal Decision Theory.” Topoi, 5:
3-19.) and James Joyce (1999). However, there are allegations that this sort
of theory still gets some further cases wrong that Jeffrey’s theory does better
at. (Egan, 2007) Of course, all of these cases are quite controversial. One thing
that is quite clear however is that we’re not sure what conditions on preference
are normatively correct, and that at least in some cases it seems that beliefs
about the causal structure of the world should govern one’s choices, rather than
the other way around.

0.3 Constructivism vs. realism

This raises one central issue with much of this literature. On the simple Dutch
book picture, degree of confidence is said to be the price one is willing to pay
for a bet, and from considerations about bets we claim to get constraints on
confidence. In the representation theorem arguments we have a more sophisti-
cated version of this picture — rational constraints apply directly to preference,
and we say that confidence and utility just are whatever functions happen to
conveniently represent these preferences. Some of this viewpoint is a natural
outgrowth of the behaviorism, positivism, and operationalism that were promi-
nent across disciplines in the 1920’s — confidence and value are unobservable
except through their effect on preference, and so preference is said to be the
more fundamental state, and confidence and value are just constructions out of
them.

Economists have often taken this viewpoint to surprising extremes, exempli-
fied by the literature on “revealed preference”. Although this idea was developed
by Paul Samuelson initially as an alternative to utility theory, he eventually
showed that it was in fact an equivalent way of looking at things. Economists
have used this idea to try to measure the value of many different things. Some of
the most well-known studies investigate the “value of a statistical life”, by seeing
how much people are willing to pay in order to decrease their risk of death by
various means. (Interestingly, the values for life that are estimated from actual
behavior are substantially higher than the values that are given when people
state how much they’re willing to pay for safety improvements! This may be
because stated preferences are usually given in hypothetical scenarios where
people aren’t actually experiencing risks, while revealed preferences come from
behavior that people are actually living.) However, actual behavior is influenced
by many factors beyond actual preference (such as habits and misinformation).
And many other criticisms of this framework have been raised by economists
like Amartya Sen.
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So this view of the mind seems insufficient to many contemporary thinkers.
As we saw by the end of the above discussion, it seems that confidence and
value can put constraints on preference, while this strict constructivist theory
suggests that we must read these in reverse, as saying that if one has certain
preferences, then one must have particular beliefs about the causal structure,
rather than the other way around. And in fact, in most applications we use the
theory of expected value in this sort of way — given probabilities and utilities,
we calculate which acts are best. The norms on preference and decision seem
to come from probability and utility rather than the other way around.

If we want to maintain some central conceptual connection between confi-
dence and action, we don’t have to go to the extreme of saying that confidence
just is a representation of action or preference in this sense. A more moderate
view in philosophy of mind is “functionalism”. On this view, mental states are
still individuated by the interactions that they take part in. But rather than
just being defined as mathematical constructs, there needs to be a real state
that happens to take part in these interactions. However, the state doesn’t have
to be the same for all agents — the same pattern of interactions can be realized
in different ways. This is a common way of thinking of kinds of artificial objects
— chairs and tables can have any sort of physical constitution as long as they
provide the appropriate type of support; automobiles can run on gasoline, elec-
tricity, hydrogen, or anything else, as long as their outward interactions with
the driver and the environment are similar enough.

On this sort of functionalist proposal, we could say that confidence and
utility are just whatever states happen to play the relevant roles in governing
action. (Interestingly, something like this idea is attributed by David Lewis to
Ramsey and Carnap as an account of scientific terms generally. [CITE “How
to Define Theoretical Terms”].) Or perhaps better yet (as in Lewis’ “Mad Pain
and Martian Pain”), we can say that properly functioning confidence governs
action in the relevant way, even though it’s possible for confidence to misfire.

David Christensen, in his series of papers [CITATIONS] argues that we
might still be able to use preference to establish norms on belief. The idea
is that although we can’t measure belief by actual preference, we can assume
that belief corresponds to the set of preferences an agent ought to have (holding
other features of her desires, etc. fixed). Since it’s never the case that an agent
ought to prefer something that guarantees that she ends up in a dispreferred
outcome, the Dutch book argument means that an agent never ought to have
degrees of belief that violate the probability axioms. He also suggests that this
sort of understanding may be able to save the representation theorem arguments,
though the situation is somewhat more complex.

However, as Christensen notes, the connection between confidence and action
is far from the only connection that seems essential to the nature of confidence.
As he notes, confidence is connected to emotional states like fear or happiness
(which may produce physiological reactions whether or not “action” in any
intentional sense is involved). And these behavioral responses separate from
action seem to play some role in explaining how confidence can help in certain
types of athletic or interpersonal pursuits, and perhaps even the placebo effect.
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Furthermore, some philosophers have argued that it should be conceptually
possible to have an agent with belief or degrees of confidence even in the absence
of any desires or preferences or actions. Functionalists who privilege the role of
belief in guiding action must argue that such apparent conceptual possibility is
illusory. But if it is possible, then we must analyze belief and confidence through
their other connections. One such set of ideas is to focus on the ways that belief
is guided by evidence and aims at correct representation with a mind-to-world
direction of fit. These ideas will be explored in Chapter 3.

But if this sort of project of constructing norms on belief through sources
other than action can be carried out, then we still need to say something about
how belief seems to guide action for those of us that do have preferences. I
have attempted to do this in my (?). While some authors have focused on
mathematical facts about the generally good outcomes of repeated decisions
that individually maximize expected value, I try to derive the relevant formulas
from facts about individual decisions rather than repeated decisions.

I begin with the observation that preference is at least required to be a
partial ordering. More precisely, we can think of preference either in terms of
a “strict” ordering, where “A � B” means that one should strictly prefer act
A to act B, or as a “weak” ordering, where “A � B” is compatible either with
preference of A to B or with indifference between the two. We require that �
is transitive and antisymmetric, so that if A � B and B � C, then A � C, and
we never have both A � B and B � A. We also require that � is transitive and
reflexive, so that if A � B and B � C, then A � C, and we always have A � A.
If A � B and B � A, then we can write A ≈ B to indicate that we should be
indifferent between the two. Finally, we also require that if A � B then A � B.

Importantly, we don’t assume that either ordering is linear — that is, there
may be A and B where none of A � B, B � A, A � B, or B � A hold. This
might be because there really are instances where one’s beliefs and desires don’t
mandate one preference or another, or even mandate the lack of a preference,
without mandating indifference (as argued by John Broome, Ruth Chang, and
others in different ways). Or it might be because � and � are merely partial
representations of the full norms on preference that can later be supplemented
to better approximate the full set of preferences that we should have.

Once we have this formal characterization of some of the basic features of
how preference ought to behave, we can try to show how confidence and utility
shape it. My basic procedure in that paper is to argue for several principles, and
construct the minimal orderings � and � entailed by those principles, leaving
room for further development of the theory by arguments for further principles.
I start again with Savage’s basic framework of interpreting acts as functions
from states to consequences, and assume that we have some antecedent idea
of confidence about states (which we might develop along the lines of Chapter
3) and utility of consequences (which might be developed out of some sort of
psychological hedonism, or perhaps something else more plausible). The more
we can say about what confidence and utility must be like, the more we can say
about preferences as well.

As long as we have a notion of when one consequence is better than another,
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we can get a basic rule for preference, which we call “dominance”. If on every
state (which we can identify with epistemic possibilities) act A is strictly better
than act B, then A � B, and if it is better on some states and equal on
others, then at least we can say that A � B. (I allow that it might also be
the case that A � B in such a case, but I claim that it might follow from some
further principle rather than just from dominance.) If we have some notion of
qualitative confidence for saying when we are equally confident in two different
sets of states, then we can get a rule for indifference in terms of what we might
call “equidistribution”. If for every level of value, we are equally confident that
A will have a consequence at that level as we are that B will, then we should
have A ≈ B. If consequences further have a scale on which we can determine
equal differences, then we can get another rule for indifference that we might
call “tradeoff equivalence”. We should be indifferent between A and B if we are
equally confident that A will be better than B as that B will be better than A,
and if we’re certain that the amount A might be better than B is exactly equal
to the amount that B might be better than A. (More formal versions of these
principles are developed in the paper.)

I then show that, if confidence obeys the rules of probability, and if any set
of states can always be further subdivided into a finer partition, then whenever
the expected utility of A is higher than the expected utility of B, these three
principles entail that A � B. Instead of deriving expected utility as a convention
of representation of a preference ordering that is governed by its own rules, we
derive it from assumptions about confidence and utility and the way that they
ought to interact. Furthermore, if some of these assumptions are wrong, we can
still get some constraints on preference even though expected utility doesn’t
apply. And we also get principles governing preference for various types of
action where expected utilities are infinite or undefined.
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